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For the first time, the 1:76 scale ‘00’ gauge compatible Trackside range
introduces a series of light commercial vans, starting with the ubiquitous Ford
Transit and the Morris LD one tonner, each the product of new tooling for
2006.  Seven more new releases are also featured, including no fewer than
six new Scammells.  Each model is issued as a Limited Edition, and comes
accompanied by its own uniquely numbered Certificate.
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Leyland 8-wheel 
Cattle Truck - Hills of Botley
Above - The celebrated Hampshire carrier was distinguished by the
versatility of the transport services provided.  Here we add a livestock
transporter, with a cold-cast body and detailed cab interior, as well as
detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: DG176018   £11.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 120mm

3,200 models

Guy Pantechnicon - McCarthy’s Removals
Above - The Guy Pantechnicon offered the maximum payload capacity, with
an over-cab extension to the box ideal for extra-long items.  Features include
authentic period livery, detailed cab interior and chrome trim.
Ref: DG146013   £6.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 100mm

2,110 models

Leyland Octopus Platform 
Lorry with Sack Load - Maddox & Marlow
Above - Leyland’s candidate for the ‘eight-legger’ (22-ton four-axled rigid) market
was the appropriately named Octopus, launched in the early 1930s.  This Limited
Edition features a separately cold-cast load of sacks.
Ref: DG176019   £11.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 120mm

2,000 models

Scammell Scarab Tanker with Tanker Trailer - Royal Air Force
Above - The ‘tricycle’ Scarab offered the great benefit of exceptional
manoeuvrability and turning circle.  Features of this 1:76 scale Limited Edition
include detailed cab interior, accurate badging and separately applied side ladder.
Ref: DG148015   £9.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 110mm

2,250 models

ERF LV with Flatbed Trailer & Timber Load - John Mitchell
Above - The LV was the major new ERF vehicle for the 1960s. The John 
Mitchell livery shows off the handsome lines of the vehicle in this Limited
Edition, which comes complete with a separately cold-cast ‘timber’ load.
Ref: DG186009   £12.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 130mm

Scammell Contractor - Austen Brothers
Above - Specialists in super heavy-haulage tractors, Scammell introduced the
mighty Contractor in 1966, designed for gross train weights of between 75
and 240 tons.  It was a popular tractor for travelling circuses with their often
abnormal loads, here shown in the livery of Austen Brothers Circus.
Ref: DG198005   £12.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 120mm

Scammell Contractor - Sunters
Above - One of the most famous names in super heavy haulage graces this
1:76 scale model of Scammell’s mighty Contractor.  While the original 6 x 4
boasted a gross train weight of up to 240 tons, a small number of MkII
Contractors offered a gtw of up to 450 tons.
Ref: DG198006   £12.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 120mm

Morris LD Van - Gas
Above - Newly tooled for 2006, this 1:76 scale replica reproduces the classic
one-tonner with its early ‘beehive’ grille, first produced in 1953 and continuing
in production until 1967, with the later addition of a 1.5 ton version.  
Ref: DG201000   £3.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 70mm

Ford Transit Van - White
Left - Introduced in 1965, the Ford
Transit revolutionised the light delivery
van market.  With its V4 engine and
two wheelbase options, it was vastly
adaptable, the significance of which
might just explain why it went on to
sell over five million units.  
Ref: DG200000   £3.99 
Scale 1:76 Approx. length 70mm

Scammell Handyman Log Trailer - Price of Llandovery
Left - With its separately cold-cast load of logs, this 130mm long Scammell rig
offers perfect 1:76 scale miniaturisation.  Features include detailed cab interior
and authentic badging of the Llandovery logger/haulier.
Ref: DG175013   £12.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 130mm

Scammell Scarab Dropside Trailer with Load - Firth Brown
Above - Launched in 1948, the Scammell Scarab was aimed particularly at
the railway companies (or rather the newly nationalised British Railways).  
The 110mm long model comes complete with realistic canvas-wrapped load.
Ref: DG148016   £9.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 110mm

ERF LV & Sheeted Platform Trailer - BRS Western
Above - ERF introduced the ‘LV’ in 1962 which continued in production until 1974.
It was a completely new design, featuring an improved glass fibre cab with a large
one-piece windscreen, and powered by either a Gardner 150 or 180 engine.
Ref: DG186011   £12.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 130mm

Scammell Mechanical Horse Van Trailer - LMS
Above - Scammell’s famous Mechanical Horse was specifically designed as an
articulated lightweight truck for town deliveries, and was especially popular
with the pre-nationalisation railway companies.  Its exceptional turning circle
and general manoeuvrability made it ideal for efficient load turnaround times.
Ref: DG199005   £9.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 110mm

2,250 models

Scammell Contractor Wrecker -
British Road Services
Left - This Wrecker version of the Scammell
Contractor completes the set of Scammells in
their various guises.  Resplendent in the period
livery of BRS, the rear-mounted rescue rig
offers working features.
Ref: DG198002   £12.99 Scale 1:76 
Approx. length 115mm

Leyland Octopus Tanker - Shell/BP
Right - This unusual livery combines the logos of
both Shell and BP – now that was a long time
ago!  Features of this model include detailed
chassis, separate fuel tank, detailed cab interior
and miniaturised cab badging. 
Ref: DG176020   £11.99 Scale 1:76 
Approx. length 120mm 2,290 models

3,010 models

2,040 models

3,134 models

2,010 models

3,010 models

2,010 models

2,010 models

2,534 models

4,400 models

Limited Edition quantities correct at time of going to print and may be subject to alteration.  Certain models photographed in this catalogue are hand finished prototypes. 
The final quality of factory-produced models will be superior.  All measurements are approximate.  Corgi reserve the right to improve and amend specifications on all models.

Scammell Mechanical Horse Van Trailer - Southern Railways
Above - Introduced in 1933, the Mechanical Horse literally replaced horse-
drawn carts, and was a particular favourite of the railway companies prior to
nationalisation.  It was available in both 3 and 6-ton payload versions.  
Ref: DG199006   £9.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 110mm

4,010 models



post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

From the British Motor Corporation to Jaguar, and Ford from Anglia to
Zephyr, this is the largest single selection of Vanguards new releases ever,
and marks the 10th Anniversary of the Vanguards range of 1:43 scale
precision die-cast replicas.  All new models conform to the highest standards
of modelling, and include photo-etched wipers, working suspension, detailed
chassis, accurate shapes and precisely matched paint colours, and detailed
interiors which include steering wheel and dashboard.
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Vauxhall Astra SXi - Breeze Blue
Above - Launched at the 2004 Frankfurt Motor Show, the Mk5 Astra has proved
a huge success.  Our 1:43 scale Limited Edition models the 1.6 SXi, which has
104 bhp and does 0-60 in 11.5 seconds.  Features include detailed wheels,
hubs and tyres, a detailed interior including steering wheel and dashboard,
accurate body shape and scale, and precisely matched paint colour.
Ref: VA09404   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 97mm

Jaguar XJ6 - Ayrshire Police
Above - The original OCS 359H entered service with the Traffic Division
of Ayr Police in 1970, the ideal high-speed car which could catch just
about anything else.  Features of the model include accurate badging
and roof light, detailed interior, photo-etched wipers, jewelled headlights
and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA08609   £12.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 110mm

Rover 3500 SE (SD1) - Cashmere Gold
Above - The first car designed by the Specialist Division of British Leyland
(hence SD1), the Rover 3500 won the Car of the Year competition in
1977.  And then the first worries about build quality began to come in
from the dealers…  You need have no such worries when you add this
Limited Edition to your collection, as it conforms to all the exacting
standards of the Vanguards 8-Point Specification Plan.
Ref: VA09008   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 109mm

Vauxhall Viva - Hertfordshire Constabulary
Above - The original of ANK 784F entered service with the Hertfordshire
force in 1967 as a unit beat car.  It was painted in the standard Vauxhall
colour of Wedgwood blue, so no money was wasted on re-spraying.  
The colour is precisely matched in this Limited Edition, as are the chrome
detail, the interior, the wheels, hubs and tyres, and the roof light.
Ref: VA08708   £12.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 96mm

Vauxhall Cavalier CD MkII - Champagne Platinum
Left - The original of our 1:43 scale Limited Edition was a late CD, the
most luxurious car in Vauxhall’s range, which sold more than 800,000 in
the UK market during the 1980s.  Produced from new tooling, the model
features detailed interior, wheels, hubs and tyres, working suspension
and photo-etched chrome parts.
Ref: VA09801   £11.99 Scale 1:43   
Approx. length 100mm

Ford Anglia 105E - Dragoon Red/Ermine White
Above - Launched in 1959, the same year as the Mini, the 105E went
on to sell more than a million before it gave way to the Escort in 1967.
Our 1:43 scale Limited Edition reproduces it to perfection, from that
distinctively stylish cut back rear window to the chromed radiator grille,
from the detailed interior to the jewelled headlights.
Ref: VA00125   £9.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 90mm

Ford Zephyr MkII - 1959 RAC Rally
Above - After a hotly contested race, both on the road and afterwards, and
crewed by Gerry Burgess and Sam Croft-Pearson, the original of this 1:43 scale
replica was declared the winner of the snow-bedevilled 1959 Rally.  Features of
the model include meticulously detailed rally markings, chrome parts, detailed
interior, working suspension and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA06106   £12.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 107mm

Austin Allegro 1750 SS - Lagoon Blue
Above - The brash car that epitomised the brash 70s is reproduced
here as a top-of-the-range 1750SS, accurately shaped to exact 1:43
scale, and precisely matching the lagoon blue paintwork and ochre
interior.  Other features include working suspension, photo-etched
chrome trim, a detailed interior that of course includes that distinctive
squared off steering wheel, and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA04510   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 80mm

Morris Marina 1300 - Limeflower
Above - Produced between 1971 and 1978, the Marina purported 
to be British Leyland’s rival to Ford’s Cortina.  Our Limited Edition is
reproduced to exact 1:43 scale, with the distinctive limeflower
paintwork precisely matched, and features working suspension,
jewelled headlights, detailed wheels, hubs and tyres, and a detailed
interior including dashboard and steering wheel.
Ref: VA06308   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 96mm

Ford Zephyr MkII - New Zealand Police
Above - The rugged simplicity and easily available power made the
Zephyr MkII a favourite of police forces around the world, and the
original of our 1:43 scale Limited Edition actually survives in the New
Zealand Police vehicle museum.  Features of the model include all the
attributes of the Vanguards 8-Point Specification Plan.
Ref: VA06105   £12.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 108mm

Triumph 2000 MkII 2.5Pi - Emerald Green
Above - Designed by Italian stylist Giovanni Michelotti, the Triumph
2000 was launched in 1963, and extensively remodelled in 1969.  
A well-tuned Pi (petrol injection) produced 132 bhp and could do 
0-60 in 10 seconds.  Features include the meticulously matched 
Emerald Green of the original, accurate body shape, detailed interior,
and working suspension.
Ref: VA08208   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 106mm

Jaguar XJ6 4.2 - British Racing Green
Above - The precisely matched paintwork, reflecting the most famous
racing colour of them all, is just one of the features of this perfectly
scaled Limited Edition, modelling the superb car launched in 1968.
Other features include the luxurious interior, working suspension, 
detailed chassis, wheels, hubs and tyres, jewelled headlights and 
photo-etched chrome parts.
Ref: VA08612   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 112mm

Triumph Dolomite Sprint - Magenta
Left - The Dolomite Sprint was launched in 1973, the first volume
production car in the world to be produced with a 16 valve 4 cylinder
engine.  It excelled in Group One rallying, rivalling Ford’s RS2000.
Features of this replica include detailed interior, photo-etched chrome
trim, working suspension and jewelled headlights.
Ref: VA05310   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 96mm



Ford Sierra Sapphire Cosworth 4x4 - 
Nouveau Red
Right - Produced from new tooling for 2006, 
this 1:43 scale replica of the Sierra Sapphire 
meticulously reproduces the body shape and paint 
colour of the original.  Other features include working
suspension, jewelled headlights, detailed wheels, hubs 
and tyres, interior including dashboard and steering wheel, 
and photo-etched chrome parts.
Ref: VA10000   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 114mm

Hillman Imp Rally - Rosemary Smith
Above - Our replica recalls Rosemary Smith’s EDU 710C works built
as her car for the 1965 RAC Rally.  Features include photo-etched
chrome parts, detailed wheels, hubs and tyres, chromed wing mirrors
and detailed chassis and, of course, accurate rally badging. 
Ref: VA02617   £10.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 82mm

Mini Cooper - Smoke Grey
Above - One of the first to spot the potential of this revolutionary little car
was John Cooper, who developed a 997 cc version of the engine, added
twin carbs and disc brakes.  BMC agreed to put the modified car into
production and it appeared in 1961.  Within three years it had astounded
the world with the first of four consecutive Monte Carlo Rally victories.
Ref: VA02525   £11.99 Scale 1:43   
Approx. length 70mm

Austin A35 Van - Dark Blue - Hidden Treasures
Above -  An addition to the Hidden Treasure series of 1:43 scale replicas
with ‘well-used’ effects, this A35 van reproduces the classic 5 cwt
commercial that continued in production until as late as 1968.  Like all
new Vanguards, it conforms to the 8-Point Specification Plan, which
guarantees model design and engineering to exceptional standards.  
Ref: VA01708   £9.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 82mm

Ford Granada 2.5 V6 L - Modena Green
Above - The MkI version of the Ford Granada was introduced in 1972,
with the original 2.5L of our 1:43 scale replica launched four years later.
The model features accurate body shape and scale, precisely matched
paint colours, working suspension and photo-etched chrome detail.
Ref: VA05210   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 108mm

Mini Van - Enfield Brake & Clutch Service
Below - Although only ten inches longer than its saloon cousin, the Mini Van
boasted a load bay flatter and bigger than you had any right to expect.  This
1:43 scale Limited Edition faithfully reproduces Alec Issigonis’s masterpiece in its
commercial guise, and features photo-etched chrome detail and wing mirrors,
detailed interior, working suspension and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA01421   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 71mm

Jaguar XJ6 Series I - Old English White
Below - Introduced in 1968, the XJ6 can be said to have moved the
goalposts of vehicles refinement on to a different pitch – and that goes
for our 1:43 scale Limited Edition.  The car modelled is a Series One,
shaped as Sir William Lyons intended before legislation forced the
bumper height to be raised.  Features include all the refinements of the
Vanguards 8-Point Specification Plan.
Ref: VA08610   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 110mm

Triumph 2500S  - Inca Yellow
Above - The 2500S was the last of the ‘Innsbruck’ range of big
Triumphs, and in many ways the best.  This 1:43 scale replica
reproduces the original in close detail, from the accurate body
shape and scale to the detailed interior, from the working
suspension to the photo-etched chrome detail and wing mirrors.
Ref: VA08210   £11.99  Scale 1:43   
Approx. length 110mm

Ford Escort MkI - Electric Blue
Above - The Escort replaced the Anglia in 1968, though the original of our 1:43
scale Limited Edition was produced in 1971.  From the carefully matched electric
blue paintwork to the detailed chassis, from the chrome wing mirrors to the detailed
interior which includes dashboard and steering wheel, this is a perfect little replica.
Ref: VA09506   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 93mm

Range Rover - Greater Manchester Police
Left - Greater Manchester Police have used the Range Rover from
the very start; in fact, the force’s museum houses an original MkI!
Our 1:43 scale Limited Edition reproduces the very latest model,
and faithfully reproduces the original from the working suspension
to the roof light configuration, from the detailed interior to the
photo-etched chrome parts and precisely matched paintwork.
Ref: VA09603   £19.99 Scale 1:43   
Approx. length 115mm

MG ZT - Solar Red
Above - With 190 bhp, shorter gearing and stiffer suspension than 
its original, the Rover 75, the ZT was a serious driver’s car.  And this
1:43 scale Limited Edition is no slouch either, from its detailed wheels,
hubs and tyres to the detailed interior, from the precisely matched paint
colour to the working suspension and detailed chassis.
Ref: VA09303   £11.99 Scale 1:43   Approx. length 110mm
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This kaleidoscope of colour reflects much of the history of British
automotive engineering over the past forty years.  Each paint colour
has been precisely matched to that of the original, notably the stunning
Nouveau Red of the Ford Sierra Sapphire Cosworth, which has been
produced from new tooling for 2006.  No fewer than nine of the
models featured here are now available for the first time direct to
collectors, and conform to the Vanguards 8-Point Specification Plan.

Founded in 1958 by Mike Costin and Keith Duckworth, Cosworth proved to be the most successful engine
manufacturer in the history of Formula One motor racing.  Whether the Formula One World Championship was
won by a driver from Lotus or Tyrrell, Williams or Ferrari, for decades the chances were that the winner would be
powered by a Cosworth engine.  From 1968 to 1974, for example (from Graham Hill in 1968 to Emmerson Fittipaldi
in 1974), the Cosworth DFV powered the car of every single world champion.  

In 1986 a Cosworth engine was fitted to a three-door Ford, in which it
immediately dominated touring car racing.  But the real coup was
coupling the Cosworth to the seemingly sedate Sapphire saloon,
adding four-wheel drive in 1990.  Though it never won a
WRC round, the Sapphire Cosworth achieved an
impressive score of top three finishes.

Under the skin of ‘The Cossie’

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk



The 1:64 range of Superhaulers offers the ideal entry
point to the collection of die-cast replicas.  This selection
of recently released models offers working features that
include de-coupling trailers and opening rear doors,
which makes these models ideal for introducing younger
enthusiasts to the joys of collecting.

The Aviation Archive traces the history of powered
flight in the 20th Century, both military and civil, from the

original 1903 Wright Flyer to the supersonic weaponry of the
modern day jet fighters.  Each of the 1:72 scale models featured
here replicates a unique, identified aircraft, which it reproduces in
exquisite detail.  Details of each model have been painstakingly
transcribed from authentic archive material.
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Collectables  Superhaulers  Aviation

DAF 95 SWB & Close 
Couple Trailer - Pickfords
Right - The DAF 95 is featured here as a
1:64 scale replica in a short wheel base
guise, complete with close couple trailer,
and in the very latest Pickfords livery.
Working features include opening rear
doors and de-coupling trailer.
Ref: TY87006  £9.99   
Scale 1:64  Approx. length 285mm

ERF Cab & Container - MG Rover
Below - Under present circumstances, the superb multi-branded
livery of MG Rover is bound to make this ERF rig a favourite
among collectors of 1:64 scale Superhaulers.
Ref: TY86811  £10.99   Scale 1:64  
Approx. length 255mm

Volvo Rigid Truck & Close
Couple Trailer - Silentnight
Left - If there’s a more endearing livery
around, we haven’t spotted it yet!  This
1:64 scale rig is sure to prove a hit with
younger collectors, and why not?
Ref: TY86725  £10.99   
Scale 1:64  
Approx. length 295mm

Volvo Cab & Curtainsider - Marmite
Above - Love it or hate it, there’s no mistaking the
distinctive livery of Marmite!  The famous spread 
is immortalised with this 1:64 scale Volvo, 
complete with de-coupling trailer.
Ref: TY86716  £10.99   
Scale 1:64  Approx. length 255mm

Me 262A – 1a-White 3, Adolf Galland
Above - Produced from new tooling, this 1:72 scale Me 262 is
modelled on one of the last flown in World War Two in Europe, by
arguably the greatest fighter ace on either side, Generalleutnant Adolf
Galland, as late as April 1945.  There is some dispute about the actual
markings on the plane, but without photographic evidence we can
never be quite sure.
Ref: AA35701  £14.99   Scale 1:72  Wingspan 175mm

Hawker Siddeley Buccaneer S.2B, RAE, Bedford, 1987
Above - Originally delivered in 1974 as a ‘Weapons Trials’ aircraft, it
was repainted in 1987 with the famous ‘raspberry ripple’ colour
scheme in which our 1:72 scale Limited Edition is shown.  Features
include detailed cockpit with pilot figure, detailed undercarriage, and
the model comes with a display stand.
Ref: AA34108   £37.99   Scale 1:72  Wingspan 180mm

North American F-86A Sabre - USAF, Shepherds Grove, 1951
Right - Deployed to the United Kingdom in August 1951, the 81st Fighter Interceptor
Wing (F.I.W.) was the first Cold War tactical deployment of air power by the USAF
in Europe.  Produced from new tooling, this 1:72 scale Limited Edition reproduces an
aircraft of the 116th Fighter Interception Squadron, complete with pilot figure,
authentic markings and detailed undercarriage.
Ref: AA35802  £29.99   Scale 1:72  Wingspan 157mm

Gloster Meteor FR.Mk 9 - 208 Sqn RAF, Cyprus, March 1956
Above - 208 Squadron was the only RAF squadron to operate the FR.Mk 9 in the
Middle East.  Here it is shown in the distinctive livery used in Cyprus, where it mounted
patrols to seek out EOKA terrorists.  The sky blue and yellow horizontal bands are
carried on the squadron’s aircraft to this day, symbolising the ‘sky and the desert’.
Ref: AA35005  £24.99   Scale 1:72  Wingspan 160mm

Me 262A-1a – Yellow 5, 3./JG 7, Saaz, May 1945
Above - The Me 262 was the first true jet fighter, and was far in advance of
anything the Allies had developed by 1945.  Piloted by Unteroffizier Anton
Schoppler right to the end of the War, when he flew his ‘Yellow 5’ to
Fassberg on the evening of the 8th May 1945 to surrender to British forces. 
Ref: AA35702  £24.99   Scale 1:72  Wingspan 175mm

Heinkel He 111H-22 with Fi 103 (Doodlebug)- III/KG3, Holland, July 1944
Above - Early (1944) versions of the V-1 flying bomb were launched from aircraft, and not
rocket launchers as later in the War, as our Limited Edition shows, featuring a removable
‘Doodlebug’.  The model also features detailed cockpit interior and crew, nose and 
rear gun turrets and rotating propellers, and a wingspan of just over 12 inches.
Ref: AA33707  £69.99   Scale 1:72  Wingspan 315mm

DAF 95 & Curtainside Trailer - 
Christian Salvesen
Right - Featuring the striking new Christian Salvesen livery,
this 1:64 scale model of the new DAF 95 & its de-coupling
curtainside trailer also offers opening rear doors.  
Ref: TY87012  £10.99   Scale 1:64  
Approx. length 255mm

DAF 85 Cab & Transporter - MG Rover XPOWER
Right - Featuring opening rear doors and de-coupling trailer,
this 1:64 scale replica introduces the DAF 95 Cab and the
splendid XPOWER livery of MG Rover.
Ref: TY87013  £10.99   Scale 1:64   
Approx. length 275mm

5,290 models

3,690 models

2,380 models

1,370 models

2,110 models

2,420 models
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Collectables  Days Gone  The Corgi Collection Brand New Range!

Days Gone offers a range of vintage miniature commercials, each
decorated in the livery or with advertising material of a famous
company or product.  The range is grouped by specific theme, 
such as brewery drays or household products, food, drink or road
steam engines, which make Days Gone even more fun to collect.

Marking the 50th Anniversary of the Corgi brand, The Corgi
Collection takes the concept of collecting die-cast into a new

era.  It covers the history of aviation, both civil and military, as
well as land fighting vehicles.  Designed to a generic size rather than

to a specific scale, each model is a finely observed reproduction and comes
in new packaging – and each featured model is priced at just 
£4.99, making the Collection eminently affordable.

1937 Scammell 
6-Wheeler - Colman’s
Mustard (above)
Ref: DG044044 £4.99
Approx length 110mm

General Type B 
Bus - Bass (above)
Ref: DG144003 £4.99
Approx length 86mm

Sikorsky S-70A-9 Blackhawk -
Australian Army (above)
Ref: CS90459 £4.99
Rotor diameter 115mm

Vickers VC-10 1103 -
British Caledonian (above)
Ref: CS90456 £4.99
Wingspan 96mm

Supermarine
Spitfire MkIB - Flt
Sgt George 'G (above)
Ref: CS90460 £4.99
Wingspan 102mm

Messerschmitt Bf109E -
Helmut Wick (above)
Ref: CS90457 £4.99
Wingspan 98mm

Mitsubishi Zero -
401st Sentai, 341st
Kokutai (above)
Ref: CS90458 £4.99
Wingspan 98mm

Boeing 707-436 -
BOAC (above)
Ref: CS90455 £4.99
Wingspan 96mm

Delivery Van - 
Roses Lime Juice (above)
Ref: DG026021 £3.99 
Approx length 82mm

Sentinel 4 Wheel 
Dropside - Peter Worth (above)
Ref: DG088013 £4.99 
Approx length 82mm

Tanker - BP (above)
Ref: DG008025 £3.99 
Approx length 80mm

Scimitar Tank - 
'B' Sqn, Light Dragoons, 
Bosnia 1993 (below)
Ref: CS90461 £4.99 
Approx length 72mm

1934 Chevrolet Drinks 
Van - John Smith’s (above)
Ref: DG026022 £4.99
Approx length 82mm

Brewers Dray - 
Vaux Beers (right)
Ref: DG031013 £4.99
Approx length 96mm

AEC Double Decker Bus -
Lux (below)
Ref: DG049026 £4.99 
Approx length 82mm

Dennis Delivery Van -
Shredded Wheat (above)
Ref: DG066033 £4.99
Approx length 88mm

Single Deck Coach -
Carnation (below)
Ref: DG010025 £4.99
Approx length 85mm

“John Smith’s” licenced to Scottish Courage UK.  Colman’s trade mark used under licence.  “Shredded Wheat” licenced to Cereal Partners UK

YOURS FREE!
This fabulous wall chart
is YOURS FREE* with 
any purchase from 
THE CORGI COLLECTION 

* Limited to one per order only
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Collectables  Original Omnibus

Five brand new releases strengthen the range of 1:76 scale Original
Omnibus models of buses and coaches, both vintage and modern.  In fact,
the new releases span some 60 years of British buses, from the Daimler
CWA6 introduced to the Isle of Man fleet in 1945 to the 2004 Van Hool
T9 in the current Fraser Eagle fleet.  All the models featured are Limited
Editions, each accompanied by its own uniquely numbered Certificate.

Optare Solo - Strathtay Buses
Above - The original of our 1:76 scale replica (Fleet No. 250) is based
at Strathtay Buses’ Blaigowrie depot.  Features include photo-etched
wipers, full passenger seating, detailed driver’s compartment and the
Dundee-based operator’s precisely matched colours and badging.
Ref: OM44109   £19.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 110mm

The Brighton & Hove Bus and Coach Company is today one of the
most progressive public transport services in the country.

The fleet consists of over 250 modern buses and 10 luxury coaches.  
A notable feature of the new buses is that they have particulate traps

fitted to their exhausts which, combined with the use of ultra-
low sulphur diesel, makes them among the lowest emission
diesels in the world.  Since 2002, a satellite-based tracking
system allows expected arrival times to be displayed in real
time at main bus stops across the region.

As a result of the Go-Ahead approach to public transport,
Brighton & Hove Buses have achieved a growth in

local bus usage by nearly 5% per year every
year for the past seven years!

Oh to be beside the seaside!
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Optare Solo - Ulsterbus Translink
Above - The original of this 1:76 scale replica was introduced into the Ulsterbus fleet in
1998, and based at Coleraine.  Features include full passenger seating and grab poles,
photo-etched wipers, glazed destination signage and detailed driver’s cab interior.
Ref: OM44106   £19.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 110mm

2,200 models

Dennis Dart SLF/Plaxton - Arriva Kent & Sussex
Above - ‘For work, for shopping, for school, for you’.  Operating out of Maidstone in Kent,
the Transweald bus service offers routes hitherto unattainable, bringing back the good old
days of genuinely local public transport.  Features of this replica include fine detail wipers,
wheels, hubs and tyres, as well as accurate passenger seating and authentic 1997 livery.
Ref: OM44704   £19.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 140mm

1,800 models
Leyland PD2A - Exeter City Transport
Above - Our 1:76 replica is modelled on the vehicle with fleet
number 83 and registration 483 EFG which was new in May
1962.  The destination board reflects the 22 mile country route
between Exmouth and Crediton via Woodbury and Exeter.
Features include full passenger seating, detailed driver’s cab,
period advertising side panels and bus company badging.
Ref: OM40904   £19.99 Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 108mm

1,760 models

2,010 models

Van Hool T9 - National Express
Above - This 1:76 scale replica of a Van Hool T9
comes in one of the most popular of all coach liveries.
The model reproduces a vehicle purchased new in
September 2004 by Arriva Midlands, and based in
Leicester. Features include tinted glazing all round,
photo-etched wipers, fine detail rear view mirrors,
and destination signage.
Ref: OM45902   £21.99 Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 160mm

3,500 models

2,010 models

1,760 models

2,010 models

Two destinations
are available

(randomly picked)

Volvo B7TL/East Lancs Vyking - Bus Eireann
Left - Based on one of three vehicles put into park & ride service in Cork in
2004, this 1:76 scale Limited Edition replicates a Volvo B7TL with East Lancs
Vyking body.  The livery incorporates the coat of arms of the City of Cork,
and the logo of Cork 2005 – European Capital of Culture.  Features include
detailed driver’s cab, full passenger seating and photo-etched wipers.
Ref: OM42512   £21.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 145mm

Wright Eclipse Gemini - First London
Above - This 1:76 replica reproduces one of 60 new double deckers
allocated to Westbourne Park depot during 2004 for the double deck
conversion of three routes.  All are Volvo B7TL with Wright Gemini bodywork,
here faithfully modelled complete with full passenger seating, driver’s cab,
and the livery of First London.
Ref: OM41211   £21.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 145mm

Van Hool T9 - Fraser Eagle
Right - Fraser Eagle has been providing a road
transport service from Accrington for over 80 years,
and now also offers executive class coach travel on
both British and European tours.  The Van Hool T9
came into service only as recently as 2004, which
makes this 1:76 scale replica one of the very latest
vehicles to be featured in the Original Omnibus fleet.
Ref: OM45903   £24.99 Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 160mm

Daimler CWA6/Duple - Douglas Corporation Transport
Above - The original Fleet No. 52, registration FMN 955 was one of three
acquired by Douglas Corporation Transport in 1945, and served a full 25
years before going into ‘retirement’.  Features of our 1:76 scale replica
include grab rail, full passenger seating, rear stairs to the upper deck and
the separate driver’s compartment.
Ref: OM43912   £19.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 108mm

Dennis Dart SLF/Pointer 1 - Brighton & Hove 
Left - This is the very latest livery of Fleet No. 204 operated
by the Brighton & Hove Bus & Coach Company, repainted
as recently as February 2005.  This 1:76 scale Limited
Edition features full passenger seating, photo-etched 
wipers and fine detail rear view mirrors.
Ref: OM44706   £19.99 Scale 1:76 
Approx. length 145mm

2,210 models

Ray Stenning from Best Impressions,
designer of the 2005 livery

Daimler CVG6/East Lancs. - Bradford City Transport
Above - This 1:76 scale model reproduces a vehicle serving in the
Bradford fleet in the early 1960s.  Features include glazed windows
with photo-etched chrome trim, full passenger seating, and carefully
matched paint colours with authentic livery and badging.
Ref: OM41109   £21.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 125mm

2,500 models

3,130 models
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Collectables  Road Transport

As well as being the 50th Anniversary of the Corgi name in die-cast
modelling, 2006 is also the 21st Birthday of one of the most successful and
admired ranges in the history of die-cast – the 1:50 scale Road Transport
series.  Hauliers of Renown can probably be regarded as the ‘flagship’
range of Corgi Collectables, featuring contemporary HGVs in many of the
best-known haulier liveries, while Marques of Distinction reflects classic
commercials mainly from the 1959s and 1960s.

Volvo FH Tipper - Cooper Buckley Ltd.
Right - Formed in 1993 by Frank Buckley and
Steve Cooper, the company today runs an all-Volvo
fleet of approximately 30 vehicles involved in the
food industry, using around 20 bulkers and 40
curtainsiders.  The 1:50 scale replica features a
detailed cab interior, fine detail rear-view mirrors,
full six-axle configuration and detailed chassis.
Working features include an operational telescopic
ram and a tilting cab.
Ref: CC12429  £59.99 Scale 1:50  
Approx. length 275mm

DAF XF Super Space 
Cab Curtainside -  
Chamberlain Transport
Left - In 2004 Chamberlain Transport
celebrated its 50th Anniversary, and this
1:50 scale Limited Edition incorporates
the special badging added to mark
reaching that milestone.  As well as all
the comforts of the Space Cab, the
Super Space Cab has heated leather-
faced seats, air conditioning and an
internal refrigerator, and a staggering
7’ 4" floor to roof interior height!
Ref: CC13225  £59.99 
Scale 1:50  Approx. length 335mm

DAF XF Space Cab
Curtainside - L.V. Transport
Left - This Limited Edition celebrates
30 years of L.V. Transport, founded
by Len Vasler in 1976, operating 
out of Northfleet in Kent. The Space
Cab is a model of ergonomics,
featuring air suspension seats, 
3-way adjustable steering column,
full size lower bed and upper bunk,
electrically adjustable heated mirrors,
and electric windows.
Ref: CC13227  £64.99 
Scale 1:50  
Approx. length 335mm

DAF XF Space Cab & Step Frame
Curtainside Trailer - Walkers
Right - The XF has come to be
recognised throughout the haulage
industry as the vehicle of choice for
pan-European operations: DAF’s
commitment to creating the ideal
long distance vehicle.  This 1:50
scale replica gives a striking
impression of the spaciousness of the
cab, with its unbeatable headroom,
and features realistic air lines, fine
detail wipers and rear view mirrors.
Ref: CC13226  £59.99 
Scale 1:50  Approx. length 335mm

DAF XF Space Cab with Crane Trailer &
Palletised Load - Tarmac
Left - This DAF XF Space Cab features exquisite levels of
detail, from the cab’s interior to the radiator badging
and minutely reproduced Topblock and Toplite labelling.
The model comes complete with a palletised shrink-
wrapped load of Tarmac product, as well as a
poseable loading and unloading crane.
Ref: CC13219  £59.99 Scale 1:50  
Approx. length 345mm

Leyland Ergo 8-Wheel Platform Lorry - Charles Alexander
Above - The Leyland Ergomatic tilt cab first appeared in 1964.  Here it is
reproduced in a Limited Edition featuring a platform lorry configuration.
Details include a full cab interior, photo-etched wipers, fine detail mirrors 
and full chassis with separate fuel tank.
Ref: CC10308  £34.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 190mm

AEC MkV 8-wheel Platform Lorry - William Nuttall & Sons
Left - Based at Clifton in Lancashire, the original of our 1:50 scale model was
introduced in 1960.  This MkV AEC features detailed chassis and cab interior,
accurately matched paint colours and minutely observed signwriting, as well
as photo-etched wipers and fine detail mirrors.
Ref: CC11509  £34.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 190mm

Bedford KM 6-wheel Platform Lorry - J. Beasley Ltd
Above - Marques of Distinction features a range of classic commercials from a
bygone era.  This model of a Bedford KM is issued as a strictly Limited Edition
of only 1,500 pieces, so your early reservation is essential.  Features include a
detailed cab interior and fine detail rear view mirrors.
Ref: CC11415  £29.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 170mm

1,800 models

1,510 models

1,570 models

1,510 models

1,860 models

1,760 models

1,770 models

1,520 models 2,270 models

Guy Invincible 8-Wheel Platform Lorry - Frederick Ray Ltd
Above - Launched in 1954 as the Goliath, the vehicle in four configurations
(4x2, 6x2, 8x2 and 8x4) was renamed the Invincible due to a trade mark
dispute over the earlier name.  Our model of Guy’s first heavy eight-wheeler
features a rather jaunty sun visor, as well as detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: CC11704  £34.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 190mm

Scania R Series Curtainside - C.S. Ellis Group Ltd, Corgi livery
Above - To celebrate Corgi’s awarding a £2.5 million warehousing and distribution
contract to C.S. Ellis in July 2005, here is a really special Limited Edition.  In fact,
only 1,000 pieces will ever be produced, so this model is likely to attract
considerable collector interest, and your early reservation is absolutely essential.
Ref: CC13709  £64.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 335mm

In July 2005, Corgi Classics awarded 
a new £2.5 million warehousing
and distribution contract to
our near-neighbours in
Rutland, C.S. Ellis 
Group Limited.

C.R. Ellis Limited was
established in 1933 
in South Luffenham,
Rutland, England’s
smallest county, where
the company continues 
to conduct its operations 
to this day.  

Another facility offered to the company’s
clients is a contract hire arrangement, with
dedicated vehicles decorated in the client
company’s own livery.  No prizes for
spotting the latest ‘recruit’ to the scheme,
complete with the cheeky message on the
rear: Who let the dog out!

Who let the dog out?

1,000 models



Collectables  TV & Film 

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

One of Corgi’s most enduring traditions has
been that of issuing replica models of vehicles
and characters from popular TV and Film
series.  Here four sets of multiple model and/or
character assortments include a 7-piece set
originally issued to mark the 40th Anniversary
of Dr Who, and 2-piece sets from Batman,
Thunderbirds and Only Fools & Horses.

1960 Batmobile Convertible
Below - This detailed die-cast 1:43 scale replica includes a moulded
1960 Batman on the base plate, and features spring release pop-up
surveillance cameras, which emerge from the front hood panels when
you press down on the front axle.
Ref: US77320  £4.99 Scale 1:43  Approx. length 115mm

Ford Capri & Robin Reliant Set - Only Fools & Horses 
Below - New York – Paris – Peckham.  The exploits of Del and Rodney
are lovingly recalled with a pair of what became the most unlikely
famous vehicles on television.  This delightful 1:36 scale set 
is released under licence from the BBC – a process with 
which Del Boy would probably not be familiar!
Ref: CC99111  £19.99 Scale 1:36  
Approx lengths: Capri 120mm, 
Reliant 85mm

Yellow Submarine
Right - Arguably the definitive animated icon
of the Sixties, Yellow Submarine charts the
unlikely attack of the Blue Meanies on the
happy kingdom of Pepperland. Issued 
under licence, this small reminder of
Beatlemania comes in colourful packaging.
Ref: CC05801  £9.99
Approx. length 115mm

Doctor Who 40th Anniversary Gift Set
Right - The 40th Anniversary Set, first issued to mark the
40th birthday of the very first episode on the 23rd
November 1963, consists of seven ‘characters’ from the
programme.  The set comes in special film can packaging.
Ref: TY96203   £27.99  
Tardis height 65mm, 
Bessie length 75mm, Davros height 60mm, Cyberman
height 70mm, Dalek height 60mm, 
K9 length 50mm, Dr Who height 62mm

TM & © DC Comics 2005

Batman Gold Age Collection Set
Above - This 1:43 scale Limited Edition consists of the 1940s Batmobile and
1940s Batmobile Roadster, together with seated Batman and free-standing
Robin figures.  A numbered Limited Edition certificate is enclosed in the
high quality presentation box with embossed gold foil on outer sleeve.
Ref: US77341  £19.99 Scale 1:43  
Approx. lengths: Batmobile 115mm, 
Roadster 115mm

Thunderbird 2 and Thunderbird 4
Above - Presented in special 40th Anniversary packaging,
die-cast replicas of Thunderbirds 2 & 4 come with pop-out
stands.  Thunderbird 2 incorporates a storage compartment
for Thunderbird 4, and other features include the release
pod and accurate body decoration on both models.
Ref: CC00801  £14.99 
Approx. lengths: Thunderbird 2 156mm, 
Thunderbird 4 52mm

4,000 models
POP-UP CAMERA


